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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP21 2016 29 2016 2009 1987 SEP21 186,65 1,00 186,65 186,05 185,65

NOV21 2012 18 2017 1987 1994 DEC21 188,80 0,80 189,15 187,25 188,00

JAN22 1971 14 1975 1950 1957 MAR22 191,55 0,90 191,75 189,85 190,65

MAR22 1941 10 1945 1925 1931 MAY22 192,10 0,50 192,75 190,85 191,60
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1900, 1845-1825 & 1745
Resistances: 1970 & 2025

New York ICE:

Supports: 185,00, 182,50 & 176,50 - 174,50
Resistances: 190,50, 193,00 & 200,75 - 201,75
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

The harvesting of the 2021/22 crop of arabica coffee is in full swing in Brazil. At the beginning of August, activities had reached from 70 to 80% of the output

expected for the country, according to Cepea surveys. The dry weather and the lower volume to be harvested this season favored the progress. In order to have
something to compare, as per Safras & Mercado Agency, Brazilian coffee producers harvested 92% of the 2021/22 crop area as of Aug. 17, up from 89% a week

ago, according to a report disclosed past week. Elsewhere, Cooxupe said the coffee harvest was 79.3% done as of August 13th vs. 84.5% a year earlier.

The damage caused by the July frosts in Brazilian coffee plantations is still being evaluated and different estimates have been released, but there is no doubt

about the important impact on the production of 2022. As example, the frost events that hit coffee fields in Brazil in recent weeks would cause a loss of around
4% to production in the next season, according to forecaster Tropical Research Services (TRS) in a webcast organized by Intercontinental Exchange Inc. "The

frosts were moderate events, not as severe as we saw in 2001 and 1994," said Steve Wateridge, the company's global head of research.

Farmers in Brazil’s Minas Gerais State, the top coffee area in the country, are pruning the trees impacted by the frosts and in some cases taking the trees out
altogether, using tractors, when they see that the plant has died. Clearing coffee trees for soy and corn could allow Brazilian farmers to profit from high grains
prices early next year when the row crops are harvested but fewer coffee trees in the world's top producer could lead to years of higher coffee prices here for

consumers.

There are few active coffee sellers for Exports, with producers concentrating on future deliveries and evaluating climate impacts on crops.

In terms of domestic consumption and demand from local Industry, the price gap between the lower quality arabica (type 7) and robusta coffee (type 7/8)

narrowed in the 2020/21 season (which ended in June/21), majorly in the second semester of 2020 – in October/20, the average price for the arabica coffee
type 7 was even lower than that for the robusta 7/8, which is usually cheaper. However, this year, the price gap is widening, and arabica coffee has again

become more expensive. The weather changes from this weekend in Paraná with the passage of a cold front. Precipitation will be dispersed over the region and
varies from 5mm to 30mm in 24 hours. Also even today, precipitation will also reach Alta Paulista, while in Mogiana and southern Minas Gerais, the rain will

return at the weekend. With the return of rain, strong gusts of wind and reduced heat are expected. Good rainfall volumes in September and October are
primordial for flowering and crop conditions for the 2022/2023 harvest.

Changing crops due to climate change is not a new phenomenon. In the past, farmers have switched to growing more resilient coffee varieties, diversifying away
from coffee mono-cropping to include growing cacao, to even a wholesale abandoning of coffee production in favor of more profitable crops. But today in Brazil,

some producers are girding themselves against the effects of climate change by switching from Arabica to Robusta crops. As reported by Reuters, the reasons
for the switch are obvious. Robusta has traditionally been considered a quantity-focused plant; they can grow in hotter temperatures, produce more fruit more
easily, have higher caffeine content, and aren’t as finicky about growing conditions as their Arabica counterparts.

During the last weeks, there was a strong devaluation of the Brazilian Real and against the US dollar, to R$5.47, putting pressure on commodity prices, including

coffee. Today it is already back quoting around R$5,25.

July coffee exports seen at 122,293 tons, down 4.5% m/m, General Department of Vietnam Customs says in statement. This is an increase of 11.2% y/y based

on customs’ finalized data on year-ago shipments of 110,025 tons. 7-month shipments seen at 965,883 tons, down 8.1% y/y.

Vietnam Prime Minister Pham Minh Chinh ordered people in Ho Chi Minh City not to leave their houses as the nation’s commercial hub tightened the enforcement
of its stay-home order amid a serious virus outbreak, according to a statement on the government’s website. People in neighboring provinces of Binh Duong,
Dong Nai and Long An are under same order. Local authorities are ordered to ensure essential needs, including medical services and food for residents at their

living areas.

The USDA forecasts Vietnam’s 2021/22 coffee production to be 30.83 million bags. Almost all of that will be robusta (some 29.68 million bags – more than 96%).

Colombia - Production for crop 2021 may range between 13m-13.5m bags versus 13.9m in 2020 after too much rain and cloudy days caused by La Nina

weather pattern hindered yields, says Roberto Velez, CEO of the nation’s main grower group Fedecafe. Exports may end down also for the year at 12.5m bags
versus 12.8m last year. Besides lower production, exports were hampered by road and port blockades earlier this season, plus lack of container and vessel

space.

Uganda - A drought in key Arabica growing regions is hitting output according to the Uganda Coffee Development Authority. Uganda’s Arabica exports were

down 31% to just over 500.000 bags in the first ten months of the current season after drought hit yields in eastern Uganda. Contrary, Uganda's July total coffee
exports (Arabica + Robusta) rose 29% on year, extending a rising streak into the sixth straight month this season as more newly planted coffee trees entered

the production phase, boosting yields in Africa's top exporter, the state-run Uganda Coffee Development Authority said Tuesday. Coffee exports in July rose to
700,000 60-kilogram bags from the 543,617 bags exported in the same month last season. July's exports were the highest figure ever exported in a single
month in more than a decade.

Kenya plans to promote domestic consumption in order to reduce reliance on foreign markets, a government official said on Friday. Lawrence Omuhaka, chief

administrative secretary with the Ministry of Agriculture said that “Kenya will promote a coffee drinking culture so that there is a growth of consumption of local
produce from the current three percent to seven percent by the end of the year 2025”.

Starbucks Coffee Company announced the opening of its first Farmer Support Center in Brazil, and tenth globally. Located in Varginha, Minas Gerais state,

the new Farmer Support Center extends Starbucks presence in a key coffee producing region and aims to provide valuable resources to local coffee communities.

Strauss Group announces 10% revenue growth in Q2, coffee business up 13% to US$262.8m. The Group published its financial statements for the second
quarter and first half of 2021. The financial statements indicate that innovation, coupled with the lifting of restrictions and the resumption of business activities
alongside the pandemic in the past quarter, have contributed to growth in the company’s revenues.

ICE US Certified Arabica Stockpiles fell by 2682 bags on Friday to 2,154,886 bags. The entirety of the draw came form Antwerp and was of Honduran

origin. There were no gradings Friday. Pending gradings stand at 24,558 bags.

The advance of the Delta variant concerns global demand, besides the increase in GCA stocks of US green coffee, which rose by 300,000 bags to 6.017
million bags at the end of July, the highest volume since October since last year.
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last high low

1,17651 1,17714 1,17422

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The Fed is expected to communicate its plans for slowing its $120 billion per month asset purchase program, the first step down the road to eventual interest

rate hikes. But the prospect of stimulus being reduced at a time when the rise of the highly contagious delta variant is clouding the outlook for the economic
recovery has spooked markets.

The Euro held a firm tone today, but struggled to extend gains with a peak at 9-day highs around 1.1780 against the dollar.

The ECB minutes from August’s meeting stated that the new forward guidance did not necessarily mean lower rates for longer which provided some Euro
support.
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